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WHAT IS A VESTA?
Our Jenny Collection was the world’s first line of women’s-specific running vests, belts, and handhelds. They were a 
massive success, won many awards, and the Vestas have now become part of the Signature Series™.

They are still designed by women specifically for women. The fit is unique, with lots of storage organization, and 
comfort is key.

THE TECH
Introducing our exclusive Comfort-Cinch technology. Each Vesta provides fine-tunable lateral sizing and stability 
adjustment from the small of your back. The sides of the Vesta are seamless and chafe-free for endless comfort. 

TESTIMONIALS
“It’s no surprise many customer reviews of the Ultimate Direction Adventure Vesta floating around the internet are 
awarding this pack 5 stars.” – The Gearist

“Fans of classic running-vest design will love the Ultra Vesta. It’s got everything you’d expect a running vest to have.”

GINA Lucrezi
2016 Female FKT of Mt. Whitney
Standard route, round-trip and ascent

«  Thousands of women hike Mt. Whitney so I 
felt it was time to put down a speed attempt in 
hopes of triggering them to push their athletic 
limits in chasing the record. The human body 
can do amazing things, and I hope to inspire 
more women to explore the capabilities their 
bodies provide them. »

 VESTA TECHNOLOGY
We asked women exactly what they wanted—then we built it

ATHLETE STORIES
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JARED Campbell
The Barkley Marathons Winner 2014 & 2016

Jared has two kids, built his own house, is a Lead Engineer at his place 
of employment, climbs 5.13, kayaks Class V, speed descends technical 
canyons, and won the 2012 Hardrock 100. Jared chooses the PB 
Adventure Vest.
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 VEST TECHNOLOGY
The Comfort Cinch™ is here to change the game of personalized fit.

JOHN Kelly
The Barkley Marathons Winner 2017

John is an “ultrarunning data scientist with a triathlon habit”. He and 
his wife and three children live in flat Maryland and trained for Barkley 
by running 13,834 vertical feet in less than 4 hours on a treadmill in his 
basement. John chooses the PB Adventure Vest.

The Comfort Cinch™ system takes technical design to a new level. 
The lateral adjustment happens over the small of your back instead of on your sides, for greater comfort 

and improved sizing and stability. Comfort-Cinch makes allows the vest to fit like your favorite shirt.

“I’m blown away by how good this feels… I’m really liking it!” - Anton Krupicka

For the past four years, the only people who finished the Barkley Marathons were wearing the PB Adventure Vest
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Andrew Hamilton has been called a 
“super-human mountaineer.” 

In 2015 he climbed all of Colorado’s 14,000’ peaks in less 
than 10 days, and later set the FKT for Nolan’s 14, which he 

accomplished solo and unsupported.  

Andrew Hamilton only uses UD Fastpacks. “In the high 
mountains, going super-minimal is a bad idea” he states.  

“I might need an insulated jacket, and sometimes even 
snowshoes… to not have what I need slows me down more 

than bringing it.” 
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ANDREW Hamilton

 ADVENTURE TECHNOLOGY
InfiKnit™ Mesh

Fastpacks are being used for a quick weekend to Cozumel or 
across the Wind River Range. Here’s why. 

It’s still a vest – The harness keeps the load very stable, and water, food, phone, 
and maps are up front where you need them, not in the back where you can’t find 
them.

Tons of external storage – Multiple stretch-mesh pouches enable you to quickly 
access gear, and store wet gear where it can dry.

One main compartment – Anything will fit, and the ‘dry-bag’ style roll-top 
closure is very lightweight, can never break, and expands for big loads or 
contracts to stabilize small loads.

InfiKnit™ – The entire back-panel and harness are one single piece, with no 
seams, so there is no chafing or hot spots.
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 GEAR TECHNOLOGY
The Ultra Jacket v2 – the coolest jacket in the world.

TUNNEL EFFECT™ HOOD for temperature 
and moisture control. Mesh panels in the front and rear allow ventilating air to 
flow under the waterproof fabric.

FLIPMITTS™ for stowaway, on-the-go mitts to keep you 
warm and dry. Mittens flip out from inside the sleeves, keeping your hands 
protected from the elements when you need it the most.

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE 
Our proprietary fabric is both waterproof (testing above 30,000mm of water 
pressure) and breathable (testing over 13,000 Water Vapor Transportation 
Rate).

Four unique technical features that dramatically improve performance
1.	 Tunnel	Effect™ Hood (patent-pending) for temperature and moisture control
2. FlipMitts™ stowaway or deploy for amazing warmth for no additional weight
3.	 Functional	hood	that	moves	when	you	do,	including	a	brim-stiffener	for	rain	protection
4. Underarm gills for ventilation 




